Patients with semantic dementia show a specific pattern of impairment on both verbal and non-verbal "pre-semantic" tasks, e.g., reading aloud, past tense generation, spelling to dictation, lexical decision, object decision, colour decision and delayed picture copying. All seven tasks are characterised by poorer performance for items that are atypical of the domain and "regularisation errors" (irregular/atypical items are produced as if they were domain-typical). The emergence of this pattern across diverse tasks in the same patients indicates that semantic memory plays a key role in all of these types of "pre-semantic" processing. However, this claim remains controversial because semantically impaired patients sometimes fail to show an influence of regularity. This study demonstrates that (a) the location of brain damage and (b) the underlying nature of the semantic deficit affect the likelihood of observing the expected relationship between poor comprehension and regularity effects. We compared the effect of multimodal semantic impairment in the context of semantic dementia and stroke aphasia on the seven "pre-semantic" tasks listed above. In all of these tasks, the semantic aphasia patients were less sensitive to typicality than the semantic dementia patients, even though the two groups obtained comparable scores on semantic tests. The semantic aphasia group also made fewer regularisation errors and many more unrelated and perseverative responses. We propose that these group differences reflect the different locus for the semantic impairment in the two conditions: patients with semantic dementia have degraded semantic representations, whereas semantic aphasia patients show deregulated semantic cognition with concomitant executive deficits. These findings suggest a reinterpretation of single-case studies of comprehensionimpaired aphasic patients who fail to show the expected effect of regularity on "pre-semantic" tasks. Consequently, such cases do not demonstrate the independence of these tasks from semantic memory.
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Introduction
Patients with semantic dementia (SD) have a highly selective and progressive impairment of semantic memory associated with bilateral atrophy of the anterior temporal lobes (ATL; Hodges, Patterson, Oxbury, & Funnell, 1992; Mummery et al., 2000; Snowden, Goulding, & Neary, 1989 ). Other cognitive functions, including phonology, syntax, executive skills and episodic memory, remain relatively intact in this condition. Nevertheless, SD patients show a highly predictable pattern of breakdown on a number of tasks typically thought to be "pre-semantic", including reading single words aloud (Funnell, 1996; Patterson & Hodges, 1992 ; object decision, i.e., deciding if line drawings represent real objects (Breedin, Saffran, & Coslett, 1994; Hovius, Kellenbach, Graham, Hodges, & Patterson, 2003; Rogers, Hodges, Ralph, & Patterson, 2003; Rogers, Lambon Ralph, Hodges, et al., 2004) and copying drawings of objects after a brief delay (Bozeat et al., 2003; Lambon Ralph & Howard, 2000) .
In all of these tasks, the input tends to specify the required output and thus might conceivably drive a response without any support from the semantic system. For example, in reading aloud, the strong connection between orthography and phonol-
